
BRINGING THE WEB3 GAMERS NEED



Despite challenging fundraising conditions, our focus remains on innovative
solutions that not only reward early investors but also maximize their potential
returns. Our T3 Royalty Pass NFTs (T3RP), offer diverse benefits and multiple
royalty options.

T3 ROYALTY PASS  NFTS

This investment vehicle encourages participation from a
diverse range of investors, DAOs, and VCs on our Discord
platform. By leveraging combined networks, strengths, and
ideas, we form a formidable team with shared interests,
driving this business forward together so everyone wins!

See below our innovative offer using the very technology we
are building with.



10% Royalties from Revenue (paid out
monthly)

1% Of total $T3P token supply (Airdropped over
4 years) to holders

5% Of total $T3P raised funds (Paid as royalties
to holders after public TOKEN sale)

HOLDER
BENEFITS

50% Royalty fee from all aftermarket T3RP NFT
sales (ALL proceeds to holders)

100% Access to T3 Play governance discord
(voting/DAO all things T3 Play related)

5%
5% of proceeds generated from any
full or partial acquisition/sale of T3
Play or its games/platform



ROYALTIES FROM REVENUE
(PAID OUT MONTHLY)
 
T3 Play will share 10% of revenue
generated from all platform fees,
marketplace fees, token swap
fees, high stakes mode fees, and
NFT mint proceeds from all
current and future platform
owned games.

This 10% will be paid out equally
to holders based on a snapshot
taken 2 hours before distribution. 

Initially this will be distributed as
Stablecoin or ETH until the $T3P
token is launched. Once $T3P
token is launched, a combination
of stablecoins and the T3P token
will be used. 

HOW DOES THE ROYALTIES SYSTEM WORK?



EXAMPLE OF REVENUE SHARE PAYOUT

EXAMPLE 1:

100 T3RP NFT Holders (100/5000), total monthly revenue = $200,000

10% of $200,000 = $20,000 split evenly between 100 holders
Revenue share per NFT held for the month = $200 each

EXAMPLE 2:

1000 T3RP NFT Holders (1000/5000), total monthly revenue = $200,000

10% of $200,000 =  $20,000 split evenly between 1000 holders
Revenue share per NFT held for the month = $20 each



1% TOTAL $T3P TOKEN SUPPLY AIRDROP

All minted T3RP NFT holders will collectively receive 1% of the total $T3P token supply released
over a 3 year period from TGE (Token generation event) proportional to the amount of NFTs they
hold.

1% of total $T3P token supply is 30 million tokens

EXAMPLE 1:
T3RP NFT Holders = 1000/5000 - 625,000 tokens per month (48 months)

monthly airdrop per T3RP NFT = 625 tokens per NFT held

EXAMPLE 2:
T3RP NFT Holders = 5000/5000 - 625,000 tokens per month (48 months)

monthly airdrop per T3RP NFT = 125 tokens per NFT held



5% OF $T3P TOKEN SALES

5% of total $T3P token raise funds (Full payout to holders after public sale)

T3 Play plans to raise a further $5-10 million in the leadup to the $T3P token launch.

5% of all funds raised via $T3P token sales will be paid out to T3RP NFT holders equally.

EXAMPLE 1:
1000/5000 T3RP NFTs sold, 5% of $10 Million raised from $T3P token sales- $500k = $500 per NFT

EXAMPLE 2:
5000/5000 T3RP NFTs sold, 5% of $10 million raised from $T3P token sales -  $500k = $100 per NFT

payout will be within 28 days of TGE (Token generation event)



NFT MINT REFERRAL SYSTEM

T3RP NFT sale referral system (20%)

How does it work? 
The system itself is very simple. Early holders will gain the ability to
generate their own referral code. From 03/04/2024 only the T3 Play team
can generate unique referral codes, these will be handed out strategically
to generate more sales. 
If the referral code system appeals to you, please get in touch with us to
discuss options at info@t3play.com

To get a referral payout, someone will need to click your personal link
which takes them to the minting dApp. 
After successfully minting the data including the referees wallet address
will be submitted to our database and the 20% will be paid out to the
referrer within 48 hours of confirmation from the blockchain in stablecoin.
The database will be publicly viewable and payouts will be verifiable on
chain. 

EXAMPLE:
Somebody mints 10
T3RP NFTs using
your referral link. You
recieve $500 within
48 hours!

mailto:info@t3play.com


NFT MINT REFERRAL SYSTEM PT 2

T3RP NFT sale referral system (20%) 

Each mint that comes from your referral link will get 20% paid out in ETH/Stablecoin. 1 mint = $250,
20% of $250 is $50, you will receive $50 per NFT minted from your unique referral link.

Whether you have 1 mint referred or 1000 mints referred you will still get 20% of the total amount of
mints that come from your referral. 

Example: If you minted $50,000 worth of T3RP NFTs, then referred another $250,000 worth of mints,
you would receive your initial investment back ($50,000). 

This creates amazing incentives for other founders, investors and influencers to tap into their
networks and get something back!



50% ROYALTY FEE SYSTEM

50%  Royalty fees on secondary market NFT sales (all proceed s
to T3RP holders) 

All secondary market sales of T3RP NFTs will incur a 50% royalty
fee. These fees will be paid out to T3RP holders monthly.
 
WHY? 
There are two main reasons for this, to deter sellers, but also to
reward holders when there are sellers. We understand that
sometimes people need to sell for various reasons and that's why
these NFTs become such a flexible option. 
We turn a sale into a positive for both the seller and also the
remainder of holders collectively. 

EXAMPLE: 
There are 50 secondary
market sales in 1 month
totalling $50,000, 50% of
this total ($25,000) will be
paid out to T3RP NFT holders
that month. If there are 1000
T3RP holders at the time,
each NFT will receive $25
each.



5% FROM ANY EXTERNAL ACQUISITION
OF T3 PLAY

So how does an acquisition payout look for T3RP holders?

In the case of any acquisition or sale of T3 Play, holders will have the opportunity to vote on whether
to stay onboard receiving the above benefits each month with the new shareholders, or whether to
exit and receive an acquisition payout. The payout will be based on the company market valuation at
the acquisition value and will be 5% of this total.

If T3RP NFT holders vote to receive a payout, the vote will be final, and the final payout will be
distributed as well as the termination of the NFT contract agreement within 28 days of acquisition.

If the vote is for no acquisition payout, there will be no payout, and holders will continue to receive
the eligible benefits associated until there is another acquisition, where a new vote will decide again.



5% FROM ANY EXTERNAL ACQUISITION
OF T3 PLAY PT 2

Example of acquisition payout: There is a full or partial acquisition of T3 Play with a company
valuation including the new purchase of $50 Million. 
 
1000/5000 T3RP NFTs circulating, 5% of $50M = $2.5M, Payout per T3RP NFT = $2500 each
5000/5000 T3RP NFTs circulating, 5% of $50M = $2.5M, Payout per T3RP NFT = $500 each

  Its important to note that T3 Play has the right to over rule a T3RP Governance vote, but only when
the vote is in favor of no 5% acquisition payout. T3 Play will then distribute accordingly a final payout
as above based on the company valuation at the time, and terminate the T3RP NFT contract with T3
Play.
T3 Play cannot over rule the vote, if the result is for a 5% acquisition payout, but the vote can only
take place and be accepted, when there is an actual acquisition taking place. 



GOVERNANCE DISCORD

Access to T3 Play Governance discord (voting/DAO & all things T3 Play) 
 
This may be the most underrated and important benefit of being a T3RP NFT
holder! 
 
Exclusive to T3RP NFT holders, a separate token gated channel within Discord
allows discussions on game acquisitions, revenue optimization, external
acquisitions, new ideas, and anything to grow this business.

Investors from various backgrounds collaborate here to enhance
the business and in doing so, their own investments. Joining
forces with NFT holders, influencers, gaming funds, DAO's, VC
funds, and more, we can all utilize our networks, audiences,
experience, and talents to propel T3 Play far further than we
could without these unique members! Exciting times lie ahead!



GOVERNANCE DISCORD PT 2

The discord serves as the voting platform for all business-related
matters!

Regardless of the number of NFTs owned (1 or 1000), each holder gets
a single vote on every proposal in discord.

While certain topics like acquisitions and payouts require specific
votes from all T3RP NFT holders, general discussions and proposals are
also encouraged!

T3 Play recognizes the vast expertise, knowledge, and experience
within our diverse community of holders. We eagerly anticipate
embarking on this journey together utilizing plans put in place by this
strong group of smart investors! Together we can build something
truly incredible.



PLATFORM TOKEN USES ($T3P)

01 HIGH STAKES
Use in high stakes game
modes

02 STAKING
Staking rewards
(NFTs/Tokens)

03 TRADING
Trade $T3P for other
cryptocurrencies

05 PURCHASES
Purchase special in-
game items (NFTs)

06 DEFLATIONARY SUPPLY
Deflationary supply using
token buy backs from a % of
fees

04 MICRO TRANSACTIONS
Our T3 Play Blockchain
will use native $T3P as
the gas/transaction token



USE OF T3RP FUNDS (2024)

Expand and grow our team (key
hires) - Head of marketing
(marketing executive), successful
experienced game designer
Platform and game development
Game and platform marketing
Runway for current roadmap
milestones or until next raise

MARKETING
30%

KEY HIRES, SALARIES
25%

DEVELOPMENT
25%

RUNWAY
20%



Launch 
T3P token

PLANNED T3 PLAY ROADMAP (2024)

X-Ion character
mint

Launch Phase 1
Poly Gunnerz 

Launch Phase 1
Space Kartz

Launch FF4 
Alpha 

(Additional goal)

Launch FF4
Multiplayer Demo

Launch T3 Play
Platform

Launch token
rewards campaign

Launch Phase 2 
Poly Gunnerz

(Additional goal)

H1 H2



CLOSING WORDS

Blockchain has given us many obvious benefits, and those educated
in the space know this better than anyone! So why not incorporate
blockchain into how we raise money and build out web3 businesses?

We have set out to offer investors as favorable of a scenario as
possible that still benefits T3 Play. When everyone works together, the
chance of success skyrockets for both the investor and the business.

We think this system is innovative and very fair. There are multiple
early exit opportunities, and multiple benefits for long term holders.
The benefits for the business are the holders we onboard who
become part of this team as we work together, utilizing our collective
strengths and funding!



WEBSITE: https://www.t3play.com

OPENSEA: https://opensea.io/collection/t3rp

TWITTER: https://twitter.com/Tech3Play

DISCORD: https://discord.gg/t3play3play33play

T3RP NFT HO LDER AGREEMENT DOCUMENT: httpshttps://www.t3play.com/t3rpagreement

FOUNDER: https://twitter.com/Shot_CC 

FOUNDER: https://twitter.com/enzocxrter  

LINKS

https://www.flightforce4.com/
https://opensea.io/collection/t3rp
https://twitter.com/flightforce4
https://discord.gg/KAxSVqXUwW
https://www.t3play.com/seriesanftagreement
https://www.t3play.com/t3rpagreement
https://twitter.com/Shot_CC
https://twitter.com/enzocxrter

